Securities and Public Company
Advisory
You face increasing challenges to operate your business in a
changing environment. Advances in technology that impact or
threaten traditional revenue streams, new regulatory
requirements, and increasing shareholder engagement are just
some of the issues that you may be facing.
Lawyers in the Securities and Public Company Advisory Group
at Hogan Lovells know what issues matter most to you and
your company. Our team acts as outside counsel for more
than 100 public companies — from newly public to Fortune
500 enterprises, both for U.S. reporting companies and foreign
private issuers. We provide strategic guidance and pragmatic
advice to general counsels, public company boards of
directors, special committees, management, and significant
shareholders. Business professionals appreciate our straight
talk, sound advice, experience, relationships with regulators,
industry knowledge, and creative approaches.
Our team guides yours on all aspects of securities compliance,
corporate governance matters, stock exchange listing
standards, executive compensation arrangements, and
shareholder engagement issues. We provide you with advice
on handling day-to-day business as well as planning long-term
strategy. We help you keep management and your board of
directors informed and prepared, we provide workable
solutions to complex business issues, and we help you manage
and assess risk to your company.
We are efficient. The practical knowledge you’re looking for is
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front of mind for us. Our focus on public company clients
makes us well-versed on the issues that matter to you. We
provide you with insight on new developments, expected
changes in applicable law, and common industry practice.

Section 16 Advice

In a competitive, global market, you need solutions and an
advisor who understands your business. We can help you.
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